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UNCLASSMFIED
AB3STRACT

B-45 echo amplitudes, sampled over more than four degrees of azimuth,

are nearly Rayleigh-distributed for X, S, and L bands.

Averaged over all observed aspects, except the aspect range 850- 950,

tho median radar area of the B-45 is about 12 square meteis on all three

radar frequencies. Averaged over all observed aspects, the B-45 radar

are., is about 3 times greater, owing to the large broadside echo.

Vhe aspect diagram=s show a relatively wide, high peak at broadside

on a.l three frequencies. Echoes from the leading edges of the wings

are prominent at aspects near head-on.

Spactr-is of the B-45 echo were obtained for aspects near head-on,

near broadside) and toward the tail. A continuous distribution of

fluctuation frequencies was found notably in the head-on spectrums,

with the significant fluctuation frequencies tending to increase with

increase in radar frequency. Phe near-broadside spectruns are dominated

by two discrete fluctuaticn frequencies probably arising from inter-

fere.ce between echoes fro. the nacelle, the wing tank, and a portion of

t.he fuselage near the tail. This and other features of the B-45 echo

behavior are discussed from a theoretical point of view.
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Introduction

In seven previous rcportsl),2),3),A),5),6) ,7 ), hereafter referred

to as (I), (II), (III), (IV), (V), (VI), and (VII), respectively, some

results were Given of the measurements of tha radar echo characteristics

of aircraft made by the Naval Research Laboritory for the Department of

the Air Force. (I) and (I) dealt with the approximately head-on runs of

six different aircraft. (III) gave the results for the B-36 for the full

range of aspects measur-ed. (IV) gave the results for the F-86 for the

full range of aspects measured. (V) reported the finding of a source of

error in previously published X-band areas, and discussed the procedure to

be followed in treating the X-band data in order to obtain valid results.

(VI) replaced (IV) and gave the results of the measurements of the radar

echo characteristics of the F-86, including corrected X-band areas. (VII)

discussed fluctuations of the echo of the B-36 and F-86. £his report gives

the complete results for the B-45.

Amp!itude Distributions

Figs. 2 - 8 consist of culative distributions of radar area in

decibels above one square meter. Each figure gives the result for ten

consecutive seconds (1200 pulses) on the three frequencies employed. The

X-band results were corrected in accordance with (V). Most of the distri-

butions fit the theoretical Rayleigh line fairly well. The distributions

of Fig. 4 (Run 11) appear to depart farthest from he Rayleigh line and

could be better fitted to a line of different slope. It is noted that

this sample spans only about two degrees of azimuth, while each of the

remaining samples spans more than four degrees of azinrutb.

!AfIO N (1)
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In the discussion of the B-45 data of Figs. 7 and 8 of Report I, it

was pointed out that the 2-second samples of B-45 data (spanning about

- degree of azimuth) were not sufficiently long to produce distributions

fitting the Rayleigh. The present l0-secsnd listributions which span more

than 4 degrees of azimuth appear to apprcach a "sufficiently long" span

of time. The change in elevation angle was less than one degree for all

samples except Fig. 8 (Run 19) which spanned slightly more than one degree.

In Fig. 3 (Run 10(b)) and Fig. 5 (Run 14(a)) the X-band distributions

curve up sharply away from the Rayleigh line at the high end. These

samples were taken from the broadside region. Correction (Report V)

of zhe high signals thus encountered necessitated use of the high end of

the correction curve, which becomes more critical as the sibnal level

increases. Hence these portions of these distributions probably are not

accurate. The plotted points corresponding to weak radar echoes lie to

the right of the plots of cumulative distribution and lie above the

theoretical straight line fittin the bulk of the points. As this tendency

appears to be independent of the percentiles, or abscissas, of the plotted

points, it must be attributed to a systematic error arising from the fact

that the levels of weak echoes are affected by set noise.

Aspect Dependence

Zach of Figs. 9 - 18 covers one flight of the aircraft and consists

of four graphs. The uppermost graph of each figure consists of a plot of

the Uircraftis aspect, as defined in Fig. 1, versus range, in thousands

of yards. The remaining three graphs (one for each of the three frequencies

CONiFIDEITIAL (2)
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employed) of each figure consist of plots of radar area, expressed in

decibels above one square meter, versus range in thousands of yards. Each

graph consists of three sets of points, each set being connected by straight

line segments. Each point represents one second of data, and data taken

simultaneously are aligned vertically so that the uppermost point is the

maximum, the middle point is the median, and the lowest point is the minimum

radar area occurring in that second. fhe radar area as plotted contains

variations due to interference lobes caused by growid reflections. At the

center of each lob-1, or integral number of lobes, is a circled x (0) indi-

cating the median value (reduced to "free-space" value in accordance with

the procedure described in the appendix to (II)) of the median radar area

values for that lobe or integral number of lobes, and these median values

were used in determining the median value of T for each five degrees of

azimuth as described below.

The data were divided into intervals, each of which spanned five

degrees of azimuth. For each such interval the median of the median set

of points was determined for each frequency. These "median median" values

are plotted in Fig. 19.

Azimuths were originally calculated through the recordings of radar

azimuth on the assumption that the B-45 had flown true headingsp as in-

6trlcted. The azimuth of the broadside echo lay at about 1000 and there

* was no symmetry of the aspect pattern about the calculated 00 azimuth. To

bring the broadside echo to an azimuth of 900 and to produce symmetry of

the aspect pattern about 00 azimuth, all azimuth angles listed in this

CONfFIDOUIAL (3)
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B -45 echo amplitudes, sampled over minae than four degrees of azimuth,
are nearly Rkyleigh-distributed for X, S, and L bands. Averaged over all
observed aspects, except the aspect range 850-950, the median radar area
of the B-45 Is about 12 square meters on all three radar frequencies.
Averaged over all oboerved aspects, the B-45 radar area is about 3 times-
greater, owing to the large broadside echo. The aspect diagrams show a
relatively wide, high peak at broadside on all three frequencies. Echos
from the leading edges of the wings are prominent at aspects near head-on/
Spectrums of the B-45 echo were obtained forziaspects near heau'-on near
broadside, and to.)ard the tail. A continuous distribution of fluctuati on
frequencies was dound notably in the head-on spectrums, with the significant
fluctuation frequencies tending to increase with increase in raday frequency.
The near-broadside spectrums are d ominated by two discrete fluctuation
frequencies probably arising from interfrrence between echoes from the nacelle,
the wing tank, and a portion of the fuselage near the tail. This and other
features of the B-45 echo behavior are discussed from a theoretical point of view.

B-2 echo amplitudes, sampled over mor#, than four degrees of azimuth, are
nearly ayleigh-distributed for X, S, and L bands. Averaged over all observed
aspects, uampix except the aspect range 850-950, the median radar area.
of the B-45 is about 12 square meters on all three radar frequencies.
Averaged over all observed aspects, the B-45 radar area is about 3 times
greater, owing to the large broadside echo, The aspect diagrams show a
relatively wide, high peak at broadside on all three frequencies. Echos
from the leading edges of the id ngs are prominent at aspects near head-on.
Spectrums of the B-45 echo were obtained frr aspects near head-on near
broadside, and toward the tail. A continuous distribution of fluctuation
frequencies was found notably in the head-on spectrums, dth the significant
fluctuation frequencies tending to increase with increase in radar frequency.
The near-broadside spectrums are dominated by two discrete fluctuation
frequencies probably arising form interference between echoes from a theoretical
point of view.
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report are 100 less than the corresponding azimuLhs as calculated originally

on the assumption that true headings were flown. Further discussion of this

azimuth correchion is given in (VI).

The symmetric features of the B-45 aspect pattern about zero degrees

of azimuth seem to be produced by echoes from the leading edges of the wings,

which are swept back at about 30. The right leading edge of the wing pro-

duces fairly sharp peaks at 3550 and 3560 azimuth in Fig. 11 (Run 11) and

at 35510 in Fig. 12 (Run 13). The left leading edge peaks occur at 60

azimuth in Fig. 17 (R-n 19) and at 3 O and 40 in Fig. 18 (Run 20). The

two peaks occurring so close together in Fig. 11 and Fig. 18 seem to indi-

cate that the B-45 underwent some yaw oscillations during the flights

observed. In these level, straight-line flights, the aspect near zero

degrees of azimuth changed so slowly that the leading edge echoes are not

sharply defined, so that it was not considered profitable to make a

detailed analysis of these echoes, as was done in (VI).

Frequency Dependence

The B-45 X-band data were corrected using the procedure described

in (V).

Some of the larger echoes on L and S bunds corresponded to the

partially-saturated portion of the calibrations used to convert echo

amplitudes to decibels. For each calibration on L and S bands there was

selected the power level above which the value to be assigned to an echo

was indeterminate. Echoes of amplitude greater than this level were not

plotted in Figs. 9 - 18, which explains why the tops of some of the broad-

COUIDF TIAL (4)
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side region data on L and S bands are missing. In most cases enough of

Lhe data were present to allow the determination of redia.js of the median

sets of points over five degrees of azimuth. Lowever, for the two azimuth

interwls 850 - 900 ind 900-950 on L hand, the data werb insufficient to

allow a satisfactory diterminati n of thcse :edians. Therefore, for the

ecrhoes which exceeded the critical power level of thG calibration, this

level was used as a lower Ilir.it in arriving at a "redian median" value

for the data spanning the particular five degrees of azimuth under

consideration.

To obtain representative measures of the radar area of the B-45, the

following procedure was carried out for each frequency employed. From

Fig. 19, a single number for the radar area was obtained for each five-

degree azimuth interval by averaging all the numbc,-s (in square meters)

in thc.t azimuth interval, without regard to the elevation angles involved.

The results are plotted in Fig. 20. Che following four estii ates of the

average radt.r area of the B-1.5 were then obtained, using the results

plotted in Fig. 20.

One estir-ate was obtained by averaging the medien radar aL-ea,

I 'N ver the utzimuth intervals (27 in mnber, each spanning five deL'rees)

conon to all three t'ro uencies emn21oved. 'his estimate included

the azimuth intervals 850 - 900 and 9000- 950, and the lower limits

of the L-band values for these intervals were used in obtaining

CA1FIDUia IAL (5)
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the L-band average.

L S X

Souare meters > 33.4 29.7 58.6

db > 1 m2  >15.2 14!.7 17.7

When the azimuth intervals 850.. 90° and 900- 950 were excluded from

consideration, a second estimate was obtined by averaging o, er the

remaining azimuth intervals common to the three freauencies employed.

S

Square meters 12.5 11.9 11.4
db > 1 m2 . 11.0 10.8 10.6

Comparison of these two estimates illustrates the strong influence of

the broadside echoes on the average radar area of the aircraft. As a

matter of fact, if, in Fig. 20, the numbers from the azimuth intervals

covering from 750 - 1050 (or even from 800 - 1000) azimuth are converted j
to square meters, added, and their sum divided by 27 (the number of

azimuth intervals uommon to all three frequencies), the result for each

frequency agrees to within 1 decibel with the result of the first estimate.

The broadside echo, therefore, essentially determines the average radar

area of this aircraft within the range of aspects (common to all three

frequencios) covered.

A third Ortimate was obtained by calculating, for each frequency

employed, the average (in square meters) of all the numbers plotted in

Fig. 20. This estimate included the azimuth intervals 850 - 900. and 900- 950,

and the lower limits of the L-band values for these intervals were used in

obtaining the L-band average.

CON F1DIE'I L (6)
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L S X

Square meters >31.2 28.0 53.1
db > 1 m2  >14.9 14,,5 17.3

When the azimuth intervals 85 ° - 900 and 900- 950 were excluded

from consideration, a fourth estimate was obtained for each frequency

employed by averaging over all the remaining azimuth intervals.

L S X

Square meters 11.7 11.4 10.6
db > 1 m2  10.7 10.6 10.2

The second estimate, being an average of knowm numbers over azimuth

intervals common to all three freguencies employed, is the appropriate

measure of the frequency dependence of the average radar area of the air-

craft. This estimate indicates that the average radar area is independent

of the frequency within the range of frequencies employed, but it is a

poor measure of the magnitude of the average radar area.

The first estimate, being an average of numbers, some of which are

lower limits, over azimuth intervals common to all three frequencies

employed, does not afford as valid a criterion of frequency dependence as

does the second estimate, but it is a much better measure of the magnitude

of the average radar area. This estimate siows the X-brnd value to be

3 db greater than the S-band value, while the L-band value is also greater

than the S-banr value. But, because the L-band value is a lower l1Iuit-: it

cannot be said whether or not the L-band value exceeds the X-band value.

The third and fourth estimates are theoretically poorer for frequency

dependence criteria, since they are averages on each frequency over all

CONFIDEI-TIAL (7)
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the aspects encountered, whereas the first and second estimates are

restricted to those azimuths cormon to all three freouencies employed.

Fig. 20 shows that nearly all the aspects encountered have data from all

three frequencies. Consequently, the first and third estimates agree very

well with each other, as do the second and fourth.

The general conclusion is that the average median radar area of the

B-45 is substantially independent of frequency.

Fluctuations of the B-45 Echo

Spectrums of selected 5-second samples of B-45 echoes were prepared

according to the procedure described in Report VII. The necessary plots

of video voltage vs. time are shown in Figs. 21 - 23, and the spectrums

for aspects near head-on, near broadside, and toward the tail are shown

in Figs. 24, 25, and 26, respectively.

In the main, these spectrums show a continuous distribution of frequen-

cy components in the B-45 echo.* Although the effect is partially obscured

by changes of ordinate scale, there is a tendency for higher frequency

components to appear in the spectrums as rcdar frequency increases.

Discrete frequency components (suggested by the similarity in the

shape of a portion of the spectrum to the calibration "pulse" found on

the right side of eacn) are found at 2.5 cps in the X-band "tailward"

spectrum. The X-band broadside spectrum of Fig. 25 appears to be domi-

* •nated by two discrete frequencies, at about 5 and 6.6 cps. The spectrum

* It should be n oted that the resolution of t.he spectrui analyzer used makes
it impossible to distinguish between a continuous spectrum and a discrete
spectrum wibh component frequencies separated by less than about 1 cps.

CONFIDENIAL
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analyzer does not quite resolve these into two distinct spikes, as they are

separated in frequency by only 1.6 cps.

t A frequency component of about 2 cps is discernable on the "tailward"

X-band voltage-vs.-time plot of Fig. 23. Likewise, there is obviously a

strong fluctuttion on the X-band broadside plot of Fig. 22, of order 6 cps,

but it is not obvious that there are two distinct frequencies of conensur-

able amplitudes. On the S- and L-band broadside plots of Figs. 21 and 22,

frequencies of order 2 &nd 1 cps, respectively, seem to be present even

though the receiver was saturated pLrt of the time; these low frequencies

lie below the cut-off of the spectrum an lyzer. (See Fig. 7, Report VII).

heoretical Picture of the B-45 as a Radar Target

The present measurements were made on a specific large jet aircraft,

the B-45, at specific radar frequencies, and for specific flight geometries.

By arriving at a consistent explanation of the experimental results through

theoretical considerati~:ns, a basic understanding of the phenomena involved

can be obtained which can be used as a basis for predicting the radar echo

behavior of a large jet aircraft in other situations.

In the present data, the principal phenomena requiring explanation are:

(a) fhe B-45 radar area, averaged over observed non-broadside

aspects, is independent of radar fret uency.

(b) rhe B-45 area, averaged over all 16-rved asiccts, is indepen-

dent of frequency (within the probable error of the measurements).

(c) rhe spectrums are sometimes continuous, and sometimes contain

discrete frequency components.

CONFIDZINTIAL(9
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(d) In the case of a continuous spectrum, components are found

in higher frequency bands for higher radar frequencies.

(e) Where there is a discrete frequency at, sayf cps in a

spectnm made from data at radar frequency F, then, in radar echoes simul-

taneously observed at radar frequency F', there is, in general, a discrete

fre uency component at frequency V = (F'/F)f cps.

(f) In samples spanning more than four degrees of azimuth, the

B-45 echo is Rayleigh-distributed.

These phenomena can be explained in terms of a rigidly connected

arrangement of reflecting objects of various sizes, shapes, and locations,

with one large, approximately cylindrical object corresponding to the fuse-

lage, which dom.inates the echo at broadside aspect. It is well known that

the average radar area of a single large convex metal object is proportional

to the average area of the shadow that would be cast by the object, both

averages being taken over all possible orientations of the object in space.

In the B-45 echo at non-broadside aspects, one can assume that, for the

individual objects causing the echo, the measurements span a sufficient band

of aspects that the foregoing rule holds for each particular object. Further-

more, one may assume that, over a wide band of non-broadside aspects, the

individual echoes add at the radar with all cobinattins of reLative phases,

so tI.at the average total echo power is equal to the sum of the individual

average echo powers. Then it follows that the sum of the frequency-independant

aiverago powers Is independent of frequency. Mhe large cylindrical object

correspondinag "'o the fuselage itself has a frequency-indeperdtnt average echo.

COL FID U-'TIAL (10)
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(d) In the case of a continuous spectrum, components are found

in higher frequency bands for higher radar frequencies.

(e) Where there is a discrete frequency at, sayf cps in a

spectrum made from data at radar frequency F, then, in radar echoes simul-

taneously observed at radar frequency F', there is, in general, a discrete

fre.uency component at frequency f' = (F'/F)f cps.

(f) In samples spanning more than foux degrees of azimuth, the

B-45 echo is Rayleigh-distributed.

These phenomena can be explained in terms of a rigidly connected

arrangement of reflecting objects of various sizes, shapes, and locations,

with one large, approxinately cylindrical object corresponding to the fuse-

lage, which dominates the echo at broadside aspect. It is well known that

the average radar area of a single large convex metal object is proportional

to the average area of the shadow tl.at would be cast by the object, both

averages being taken over all possible orientations of the object in space.

In the B-45 echo at non-broadside aspects, one can assume that, for the

individual objects causing the echo, the measurements span a sufficient band

of aspects that the foregoing rule holds for each particular object. Further-

more, one may assume that, over a wide band of non-broadside aspects, the

individual echoes add at the radar with all conbinations of relative phases,

so that the average total echo power is equal to the sum of the individual

average echo powers. then it follows tliat the sum of the frequency-independent

averag powers Is independent of frequency. The large cylindrical object

corresponding to the fuselage itself has a frequency-independunt average echo.

COXFID UTIAL (10)
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If the average shadow area of this object is large compared with the sum of

similar areas for the other echoing objects, then the average radar area,

taken over all aspects, is an area depending primarily on the fuselage, and

should be frequency-independent. Finally, the echo from the fuselage is

powerful only near the broadside aspect. Thus, for the fuselage, integrating

the radar echo pcwer over a narrow band of broadside aspects gives substan-

tially the same total power as integrating it over all aspects.

The total integrated B-45 area thus comprises a frequency-independent

sum over non-broadside aspects, plus a frequency-independent sum over a

narrow band of broadside aspects. It follows that the average B-45 radar

area is frequency-independent, whether broadside aspects are, or are not,

included in the average. This explains (a) and (b). The magnitude of the

average area, of course, is different in the two cases.

In the radar echo, fluctuations are caused when t.he rigidly connected

echoing objects, under change in B-45 aspect, change in relative distance

from *he radar so that the phase relations change among the several echo

contributions. For any two component echoes, the rate of change of relative

phase: d//dt, is given (in radians per second) by

where D is the vector separating the two echoing objects, IC is the axial

vector representing the instantaneous rate of change of B-45 aspect ( in

radians per second), r is a unit vector in the direction of the radar rays,

is the radar wavelength, (x) and -I oymbolize the vector and scalar

product, respectlively. From this it ib obvious that fluctuation rates

CONFIDENFIAL
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observed simultaneously on different radar frequencies are proportional

to radar frequency, as well as to the angular turning rate of the aircraft.

This explains (e).

A continuous distribution of component frequencies in the echo spectrum

(or a large number of comparable discrete frequencies not individually

resolvable by the spectrum analyzer) would be caused by the presence of

large numbers of relative rates of change of phase among the individual

echoers: if there are N echoers, there are N(N - 1) possible simple beat

frequencies (not counting possible beats with the pulse frequency of the

radar or possibl3 redundancies). Thus one may account for a continuous

contribution of frequencies in the B-45 echo by assuming that the echo

arises from a large number of different points on the B-45; san additional

consideration tending to make the echo more "random" and the spectrum more

continuous is the fact that amplitudes, as well as relative phases, of the

individual echoes change with aspect change. This explains (c) and (d).

It is well known that a radar echo arising from a large number of

scattering objects is Rayleigh-distributed, provided that the individual

echoes uneiLp a sifficiently wide variety of relative phases during the

period in which the echo is sampled. If the collection of objects com-

prising the B-45 as a radar echoer are spread somewhat uniformly over a

horizontal area about 40 L-band wavelengths (32 feet) in diameter, then

* the average change of relative phase between two echoers in a four-degree

aspect change is of the order 2 7r radians. On the assumption that this

guarantees a "sufficiently wide variety of relative phases" in the L-band

CON0FID'NTIAL (12)
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echo, (f) is explained; for the relative phase change should be propor-

tionately greater at the higher S- and X-band frequencies.

. To explain the echo behavior more quantitatively, one must correlate

the echoing objects with particular parts of the aircraft, taking account

of individual shapes and spacings. (For the F-86, the leading edge of the

wing was discussed in detail as aan individual echoing object in Report VII.

Mention was also made of the echo behavior caused by the tapering of the

fuselage near the F-86 tail.), The leading edge of the B-45 wing produces

a sharp echo, but the details of uhis echo are not prominent in a 5-second

sample owing to the slow angular rates of the B-45 at this aspect.

In a seni-quantitative way, one may account for the X-band broadside

spectrum of Yg. 25, which consists primarily of two discrete frequencies

of about equal amplitude at frequencias 5 and 6.6 cps. the azimuth aspect

change during the five-second period sampled was a nominal 2.750, (assuming

no yaw rate), so that the angular turning rate was about 0.01 radian per

second. The average observed azimuth was about 971O; with the aid of a

protractor and a plan drawing of the B-45, one finds that surfaces of the

port wing tank, the port nacelle, and a curving portion of the fuselage

near the tail are normal to the radar rays at azimuth 97J0 . According to

the outline drawing of the B-45, the nacelle and the wing tank should have

about the same radar area at this aspect. Further, according to this

drawing, a radar ray normal to the fuselage (near the tail) is about 300

X-band wavelengths away from a ray normal to the nacelle's surface and

about 400 wavelengths away from the parallel ray normal to the wing tank.

COI'JFID&ITIAL (13)
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(These numbers are equivalent to I(S/,) x, l in (1).). Thus interference

between the nacelle and fuselage echo should produce a beat frequency of

approximately 6 cps in the radar echo; the combination of wing tank and

fuselage echo should produce an 8 cps frequency, and the combination of

wing tank and nacelle, a 2 cps frequency. On the assumption that the

near-tail fuselage echo amplitude is considerably larger than the (roughly

commnsurate) echoes from nacelle and wing tank, the amplitude of the 2 cps

frequency should be relatively small compared with the predicted 6 and 8 cps

frequencies, and therefore not discernable to the eye on the voltage-vs.-time

plot of Fig. 22.* he observed frequencies 5 and 6.6 cps are in general

accord with this "prediction"; i.e. 5/6.6&6/8. The fact that the observed

frequencies are roughly 5/6 of the ones "predicted" can be explained by

assuming that, in the 5 seconds of radar observation, an appropriate small

yaw rate of the B-45 occurred. The yaw rate required is only 0.140/sec.

*A 2 cps frequency would not pass the spectrum analyzer; hence, it is not
found in Fig. 25, either.

CONFIt*ITIAL (14)
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Conclusions

S--B-45 echo amplitudes, sampled over more than four degrees of azimuth,

are nearly Rayleigh distributed for X, S, and L bands.

° Averaged over all observed aspects, except the aspect range 850- 950,

the median radar area of the B-45 is about 12 square meters on all three

radar fre uencies. Averaged over all observed aspects, the B-45 radar area

is about 3 times greater, owing to the large broadside echo.

The aspect diagrams show a relatively wide, high peak at broadside

on all three frequencies. Echoes from the leading edges of the wings are

prominent at aspects near head-on.

Spectrums of the B-45 echo were obtained for aspects near head-on,

near broadside, and toward the tail. A continuous distribution of

fluctuation frequencies was found notably in the head-on spectrums, with

the significant fluctuation frequencies tending t, increase with increase

in radar frequency. The near-broadside spectrums are dominated by two

discrete fluctuation frequencies, probably arising from interference between

echoes fron the nacelle, the wing tank, and a portion of the fuselage near

the tail.

Much of the observed dynamic behavior of the B-45 radar echo can be

explained by a simple theory in which the B-45 is regarded as a rigidLy

* connected set of echoing objects, including a l~rge, approximately cylindri-

cal, object corresponding to the fuselage. By this theory, one can predict

radar echo behavior in other situations.
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